
Council work session agenda

https://zoom.us/j/96717147770 or  

346-248-7799

Tuesday, January 26, 2021 2:00 PM

Please note: To limit the spread of COVID-19, Metro Regional Center is now closed to the public.

This work session will be held electronically. You can join the meeting on your computer or other

device by using this link: https://zoom.us/j/96717147770, or by calling (346)- 248-7799.

If you wish to attend the meeting, but do not have the ability to attend by phone or computer, please

contact the Legislative Coordinator at least 24 hours before the notice

2:00 Call to Order and Roll Call

Work Session Topics:

Greater Portland Economic Recovery Plan 20-55032:05

Presenter(s): Elissa Gertler, Metro

Jeff Raker, Metro

Brittany Bagent, GPI

Work Session WorksheetAttachments:

BIPOC Caucus Agenda 2021 20-55103:00

Presenter(s): Representative Khanh Pham 

BIPOC Caucus Agenda 2021Attachments:

3:30 Chief Operating Officer Communications

3:35 Councilor Communications

3:45 Adjourn
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http://oregonmetro.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?m=l&id=/matter.aspx?key=3172
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GPI Economic Recovery Plan Work Session 

Work Session Topics 

Metro Council Work Session 
Tuesday, January 26, 2021 



GREATER PORTLAND ECONOMIC RECOVERY PLAN 

Date: 01/12/2021 
Department: Planning and Development 
Meeting Date:  01/26/2021 

Prepared by: Jeff Raker, Senior Economic 
Development Planner, 206-708-0512, 
jeffrey.raker@oregonmetro.gov  

Presenter(s): Elissa Gertler, Jeff Raker, 
Brittany Bagent (VP of Strategy, Greater 
Portland Inc.) 

Length: 45 Minutes 

ISSUE	STATEMENT	

At the beginning of 2020, Metro and Greater Portland Inc. (GPI) were at the beginnings of a 
process to update our region’s 5 year Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 
(CEDS). As the pandemic unfolded, it impacted every part of our region’s economy and 
continued to increase economic inequities and widen wealth gaps. Workers and businesses 
of color and our region's most vulnerable industries have struggled to receive needed 
assistance or relief.  

During 2020, as calls for racial justice demanded action, and as our region dealt with the 
impacts of wildfires and climate change, we recognized that a shorter-term action plan that 
could respond to the urgent needs of our region was needed.  

At the direction of Metro Council, staff has worked in coordination with GPI and multiple 
community partners to establish the Greater Portland Economic Recovery Plan to guide the 
region in an economic response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The action-focused, outcome-
oriented plan aims to help the individuals and small businesses most negatively impacted 
by COVID-19 and the related recession. The plan focuses on building opportunities for 
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) and their businesses, as they have been hit 
hardest. This is a short-term, adaptable plan for the next 3 to 24 months focusing on near 
term actions. Now that the Recovery Plan is done, we must put our energy into 
implementing these urgent actions. 

The region is still required to update its 5-year strategy and that work, which is beginning 
now, is critical to charting a longer-term path toward restoring our region’s economic 
health. The CEDS can also serve as a foundation for other policy and investment work at 
Metro, as we consider how the disruptions, lessons, and societal transformation of the last 
year will impact the future of the Greater Portland region’s economy and the people who 
live here, and what that means for our land use and transportation policies and programs. 

ACTION	REQUESTED 

Discuss and prioritize how Metro Council and staff will engage in leading implementation 
of the Greater Portland Economic Recovery Plan. Provide policy direction regarding the 
CEDS. 



IDENTIFIED	POLICY	OUTCOMES	

Both the Economic Recovery Plan and the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 
are intended to be in alignment with Metro’s other policies, plans and programs. As we 
implement the plan to help the region’s economy recover from devastating circumstances, 
we have a short term opportunity to prioritize actions and investments that will make an 
immediate impact where they are most needed. In the 5 year strategy, we have a longer 
term opportunity to re-establish a more equitable economic foundation for our region, that 
provides access to wealth and opportunity for all.  

We seek policy direction on both the short term actions that will best accomplish Metro’s 
priorities, and the long term policy and investment choices that we want to consider in the 
CEDS and other regional policies. 

POLICY	QUESTION(S)	

How should Metro Council and staff continue to be engaged in implementing the Economic 
Recovery Strategy? 

What Metro priorities should be included in the CEDS? What Metro policies do we want the 
CEDS to help inform? 

STAFF	RECOMMENDATIONS	

Staff recommends Metro continues to coordinate efforts and support implementation of the 
Greater Portland Economic Recovery Plan crafted and adopted by the Greater Portland 
Economic Development District (GPEDD) and advisors drawn from over 40 organizations 
representing multiple community perspectives. 

Staff further recommends that Metro Council consider sending a letter to the GPEDD 
affirming and articulating Metro’s commitment to playing a leadership role in 
implementing the Economic Recovery Plan. Regional political leadership is key to 
maintaining the momentum needed to move from planning to action and Metro leadership 
will be valuable in supporting our other key implementation partners. 

STRATEGIC	CONTEXT	&	FRAMING	COUNCIL	DISCUSSION	

Metro has evolved our role and partnerships in recent years to support inclusive economic 
development. In particular, Metro and GPI have developed a strong partnership to better 
link Metro’s planning and research capabilities with the work of the economic development 
practitioners in local governments and the private sector. We have also built a strong bi-
state partnership with our counterparts in Clark County, Washington, creating plans and 
strategies that recognize that our regional economy spans two states. 



The Recovery Strategy and CEDS are built upon previous collaborations between Metro, 
GPI and other key partners, notably the Economic Value Atlas (EVA), a mapping and 
analysis tool that allows economic data to be better linked with land use and transportation 
data. The EVA is now a national model being replicated by other regions across the country. 
It is also a tool being used by local real estate firms, site selectors, and to inform other 
Metro planning and development efforts. 

Metro’s other recent work in economic development has expanded our role beyond our 
land use responsibilities to ensure an adequate supply of employment land. We recently 
worked with the Port of Portland and 13 other jurisdictions to establish specific local and 
state actions as well as site level approaches to develop constrained sites for economic 
development through the Site Readiness Toolkit. 

Metro has also increased our role in workforce development, most notably with the 
Construction Career Pathways project which outlines specific actions to enhance workforce 
diversity and provide contract opportunities for more diverse firms. We have expanded our 
2040 Planning and Development Grants program to include economic development and 
community stabilization activities in addition to planning and development work, and we 
have been able to use those funds this year to leverage BIPOC small business assistance by 
partnering with Craft 3 and Microenterprise Services of Oregon (MESO)  

The Recovery Strategy allows Metro to continue not just our planning and convening role 
but provides opportunities for us to advance other key agency economic priorities. The 
CEDS provides an opportunity to ensure alignment between regional economic 
development plans and regional land use and transportation plans, and to shift our region’s 
economic priorities to place more emphasis on serving communities of color who 
heretofore have been systematically denied wealth creation opportunities. 

BACKGROUND	

In the summer of 2020, Metro Council directed Metro staff to work in coordination with 
GPI and multiple community partners to establish a Greater Portland Economic Recovery 
Plan to guide the region in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The Economic Recovery Plan process has been governed by GPEDD’s Board of 
Directors and more than 40 additional advisors from across the region. GPEDD is staffed by 
GPI. The plan was developed in partnership with Metro and a team of consultants led by 
Bridge Economic Development.  

The plan identifies three target impact areas to combat recessionary forces, address key 
inequities and prepare the region for recovery: 

 Help small businesses recover and grow
 Advance economic mobility for individuals
 Support families and children



The recovery plan identifies 47 actions in all, and identifies steps to begin implementation: 

1. Convene an Implementation Task Force to help lead organizations turn
recommended actions into reality and identify lead organizations for those actions
still needing one

2. Convene a federal policy group to align efforts and secure resources for
implementation

3. Identify and catalog existing and related recovery efforts already underway across
the region

4. Identify immediate opportunities where the private sector can provide resources
for proposed actions

The plan’s development was funded in part by a $400,000 CARES Act Recovery Assistance 
grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration 
(EDA), which GPEDD received in July 2020. Recruitment for an Economic Recovery 
Coordinator is underway to support Metro and GPI staff. 

ATTACHMENTS	
 Greater Portland Economic Recovery Plan –

https://greaterportlandinc.com/assets/documents/Recovery%20Plan/Greater-
Portland-Economic-Recovery-Plan.pdf  

[For work session:] 
 Is legislation required for Council action?  Yes     X No
 If yes, is draft legislation attached? Yes     X No
 What other materials are you presenting today?

o A PowerPoint presentation
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Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Membership

We envision an Oregon...
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Sen.  Lew Frederick

Rep.  Diego Hernandez 

Sen.  Kayse Jama

Sen.  James I. Manning Jr.

Rep.  Mark Meek

Rep.  Wlnsvey Campos 

Rep.  Teresa Alonso León

Rep.  Andrea Salinas

Rep.  Khanh Pham

Rep.  Janelle Bynum

Rep.  Tawna Sanchez

Rep.  Ricki Ruiz

1 that is diverse, dynamic, just and equitable

2 where everyone has an equal opportunity to thrive

3 where our communities are self-sufficient and have full agency to meet our needs 
and afford the basics and more

4 where oppression and racial disparities are non-existent

5 where everyone lives full lives

6 where distributed and collective power is also a form of leadership



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Our Mission
To advance racial equity initiatives and eliminate systemic oppression and 
racism in Oregon. We advance our mission by:
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introducing and advancing policies that seek to eliminate racial disparities 
and remove systemic and institutional barriers that Black, Indigenous, 
communities of color face

having a seat at the decision making tables, being the leaders in charge

increasing political representation for people of color in all levels of 
government

promoting civic engagement and participation

creating and developing broad coalitions

support system for members, staff, interns of color and allies that work at 
the legislature

provide a safe space for members of color in the capitol

celebrating and honoring our distinct lived experience

supporting economic justice and building generational wealth

asserting our own power, skills and talents to move our state forward



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Top Ten Priorities
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1.Police Accountability

Hold police officers accountable to the community for racist conduct and behaviors 
that disproportionately target BIPOC populations.

LC 742: Police Munitions
LC 825: Qualified Immunity
LC 949: Anti-Racist Background Check
SB 621: Civilian Oversight Board
SB 593: DPSST Changes

2.Criminal Justice Reform

Eliminate legalized slavery in Oregon’s prison system; eliminate wealth transfers 
from our communities through the justice system.

LC 0858: Make probation fee collection requirement optional
LC 2552: Incarcerated Workers Dignity Bill
LC 1467: Cannabis Equity Act

3. Economic Opportunity

Provide targeted support for BIPOC workers and BIPOC-owned small businesses who 
have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

LC 2594: Farmworker & outdoor worker protections 
HB 2935: Crown Act 
LC 2849: Raising the Oregon Minimum Wage
HB 2568: Vendor Access to Economic Opportunity Act 



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Top Ten Priorities Continued
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4.Education

Remove student achievement barriers at all levels by enhancing school 
environments, reducing overtesting and prioritizing student voices.

LC 2876: The Student Voice bill 
LC 1621: Exclusionary Discipline
HB 2937: School Bias Crime 
HB 2570: Computer Science State Plan 
LC TBD: Ethnic Studies Requirement for general education in Higher Education
SB 609: Early Education Wrap Around Services and Learning Expectations

5.BIPOC Healthcare Access

Expand and invest to provide access to culturally sensitive, linguistically appropriate 
mental, behavioral, physical and telehealth BIPOC providers and acknowledge 
racism as a public health crisis.

HB 2359: Health Care Interpretation Accountability Act
HB 2361: Behavioral Health BIPOC Workforce Shortage
LC 2564: RHEC expansion
HB 2949:  Mental Health Workforce Expansion

6.Housing and Homeownership

Expand options for building housing and attaining homeownership. Provide 
communities a voice in property development.

LC 2830: Ridding Oregon of No Cause Evictions
HB 2096: Agricultural Worker Housing Tax Credit
SB 78: Addressing racial disparities in homeownership
LC 2303: Down payment assistance for BIPOC families



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Top Ten Priorities Continued
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7.Expand Access to Democracy

Ensure equitable access to the ballot and voting rights and ability to run for office.
LC 2276: Campaign Finance Reform
HB 2366: Restore voting rights for incarcerated
LC 951: 17 year old voters voting in the primary elections as long as they turn 18 by 
the general election.

8. Equitable, Welcoming, and Transparent Government

Make the Capitol more accessible to community, lobbyists, non-native English 
speakers and potential legislators.

LC 2327: Rename Columbus Day to be Indigenous People’s Day
LC 1249: Legislator Pay
LC TBD: Racial Equity office
LC 2236: Changing the state song

9.Revenue Reform is a Racial Justice Issue

BIPOC communities are disproportionately affected by an inequitable tax system.
HB 2839: Disconnection from CARES Act Tax Breaks
HB 2577: End Rolling Connect to Federal Tax Code
HJR 10: Kicker Reform to Earned Income Tax Credit
LC 2727: Ending Offshore Corporate Tax Loopholes (Complete Reporting)

10.Protect and Expand Critical Social Services

Ensure equitable services and supports for the most vulnerable among us. 
LC 2754: Illumination of implicit bias in the Child Welfare system.
LC TBD: Discount utility rates for low-income families
LC 2638: Healthy Homes weatherization program to expand access



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Full List of Legislative Priorities
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Provide accountability to restore confidence of the work of police officers across Oregon. Reform 

the training and certification of officers; improve use of force protocols; modernize arbitration 

procedures; and support local accountability measures like those recently adopted by Portland 

voters.

Senator Lew Frederick

Support equitable student success by reforming reliance on testing, ensuring social and 

emotional support and wraparound services for students impacted by COVID-19 and wildfires, 

and providing culturally inclusive curriculum. 

Deconstruct Oregon's racist legacy by providing reparations to those impacted by systemic racism, 

curriculum development in cultural studies and the history of race in Oregon, and programs to 

provide culturally competency across public services around the state.

Senator James I. Manning Jr.

LC 245 Empowers local contracting boards and agencies to designate public contracts as community 

benefit contracts. Community benefits contracts will ensure that public projects provide 

workforce training through apprenticeships to gain skills in the construction trades and guarantee 

health coverage for those workers and their families.

Directs the Oregon Department of Justice to maintain a statewide database of police officers who 

have had their certification suspended or revoked or have been subject of an investigation 

involving allegations of death or serious injury of an individual in custody, use of excessive force, 

discrimination based on a protected class, dishonesty, or commission of a crime while on duty.

LC 534

Continues the work of a task force to provide equitable, affordable, comprehensive, high quality, 

publicly funded health care to all Oregon residents. 
LC 1794



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Legislative Priorities Continued
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Student Voice Bill: Establishes a Taskforce on Student Success for Underrepresented Students in 

Postsecondary and Higher Education, directs the taskforce to develop student success policy 

proposals focusing on increasing the likelihood of student success in post-secondary and higher 

education for students from populations that are underrepresented students and stakeholders.

Representative Teresa Alonso León

Outdoor (Farmworker) Worker Safety Protections: Establishes a set of outdoor worker protections 

during times of unhealthy air quality, closing outdoor work activity during certain fire evacuation 

orders, allowing workers with underlying health conditions to stay home and providing 

compensation for those who are unable to work during unhealthy air quality or fire evacuations.

Expanding Regional Health Equity Coalitions (RHECs): Establishes a definition for Regional Health 

Equity Coalitions in statute, fully funds RHECs and lays the foundation to expand the RHEC 

program across the state.

Representative Janelle Bynum

HB 2937 To challenge discrimination in our schools, gives students the right to bring action against school

districts and perpetrators and requires districts to allow student to transfer to another school in 

the district. Requires districts incidents of harassment, discrimination or intimidation to the state. 

Works to correct structural inequities in the mental health care profession and inequitable 

accesses to care for underserved populations. Expands opportunities to enter the mental health 

profession and invests in access to care for BIPOC communities.

HB 2949

Prevents school districts from becoming members of voluntary organizations that administer 

interscholastic activities unless the organization prohibits race-based discrimination; clarifies 

meaning of race to include natural hair, hair texture, hair type and protective hairstyles for 

purposes of prohibited discrimination; clarifies that valid dress codes may not have 

disproportionate adverse impacts on members of a protected class.

HB 2935

LC 2876

LC 2594

LC 2564



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Legislative Priorities Continued
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This legislation will require Oregon Department of Education (ODE) in consultation with STEM 

Investment Council to convene key stakeholders to develop a Computer Science State Plan. The 

plan will focus on equity and inclusion, identify standards, curriculum guidelines and professional 

development.

Representative Diego Hernandez

This legislation would require incoming students at a four year educational institution to take an 

Ethnic Studies course as a general education requirement in a student’s baccalaureate education.

Representative Akasha Lawrence Spence*

LC 1467 The Oregon Cannabis Equity Act creates a path for Black, Indigenous, and Latinx ownership in the 

growing cannabis industry and invests in communities disproportionately impacted by 

overpolicing and cannabis criminalization.

This bill provides equal opportunity for Oregonians of all backgrounds and socioeconomic 

statuses to enter the legislature by anchoring the pay for legislators to the average salary of 

Oregonians.

LC 1249

This resolution declares the intent to develop a statewide strategy to shift our public safety 

system from crime and punishment to community wellbeing.
LC 1297

HB 2570

LC 3308

*Rep. Lawrence-Spence has completed her term in office.  BIPOC caucus members look forward to carrying her priorities in 2021.

HB 2568 The Equity Vendor Act will legalize and decriminalize sidewalk vending across the State of

Oregon. This would establish parameters for local regulation of sidewalk vending and prohibits 

local authorities from imposing criminal penalties.



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Legislative Priorities Continued
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Authorizes Housing and Community Services Department to provide grants, loans and technical 

assistance to organizations increasing homeownership program access to underserved 

communities, including persons of color, and increases funding for down payment assistance. 

Increases the match for Individual Development Accounts from 12 to 6 months for home buyers. 

Establishes implicit bias training for mortgage loan originators, real estate agents, and appraisers.

Representative Mark Meek

Establishes the COFA Dental Program to provide dental care to low-income citizens of Pacific 

Islands in Compact of Free Association who reside in Oregon and lack access to affordable dental 

coverage.

Directs real estate agents to withhold communications from a potential buyer to help the seller 

avoid selecting a buyer based on a buyer’s race, religion, or sexual orientation as prohibited by the 

Fair Housing Act.

Representative Andrea Salinas

HB 2359 Many health care providers aren’t able to speak the same language as their patients, leading to

health inequities for non-English speaking patients. The Health Care Interpretation Act will set 

state standards for those who serve as language interpreters and for the providers that use these 

services. These standards will ensure that health care providers and interpretation services serve 

Oregonians with the right level of care for their language barrier needs.

Oregon needs to limit the amount of campaign contributions individuals and small donor political 

action committees can give to candidates in order to help level the playing the field for our BIPOC 

communities. Independent expenditures and the donors responsible for them need to be more 

transparent and we must find a way to limit the overall costs of campaigns, rather than just shifting 

and hiding dollars.

LC 2276

Oregon needs to reduce burnout, churn and turnover of the mental and behavioral health care 

workforce to stabilize access to care for patients seeking BIPOC providers. We need to make sure 

we have the right incentives in place for BIPOC students to afford their graduate school training 

and tuition and to enter into an industry that currently does not pay their workforce on par with 

physical health.

HB 2949

LC 2302

LC 2190

LC 2229



Oregon's Legislative Black, Indigenous, & People of Color Caucus 

2021 Legislative Agenda

Legislative Priorities Continued
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Creates the opportunity for cities and counties to operate a non- police mobile crisis response 

program using the CAHOOTS (Crisis Assistance Helping Out On The Streets) model. CAHOOTS is a 

community-based public safety system that relies on trauma-informed de-escalation and harm 

reduction techniques to respond to crises involving mental illness, houselessness, and addiction.

Representative Tawna Sanchez

Directs the Governor’s Child Foster Care Advisory Commission to establish a Child Welfare Equity 

Advisory Committee to advise the Commission and DHS regarding culturally appropriate child 

welfare services. The committee must represent  historically underserved communities and take 

into consideration the geographic, ethnic, and gender diversity of the populations receiving child 

welfare services. 

In recognition of the existence, history, and culture of Indigenous People and to honor the 

diverse history of this land, the state of Oregon will designate the second Monday of October of 

each year as Indigenous Peoples’ Day.

LC 2407

LC 2754

LC 2327

Disconnect Oregon from the Federal CARES Act tax breaks which overwhelmingly benefit the 

wealthy Oregonians at a time when we need to protect General Fund dollars for needed social 

safety net programs.

Representative Khanh Pham

Requires utilities to get 100% of their energy from renewable sources by 2035, including strong 

labor standards and more community-based renewable energy projects. 

Authorizes discount utility rates for low-income households. Funding for environmental justice 

organizations to represent frontline communities in Public Utility Commission proceedings.

HB 2839

LC 1984

LC 1501
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